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Widening Viewing Angles of Automultiscopic Displays
using Refractive Inserts

Geng Lyu, Xukun Shen, Taku Komura, Kartic Subr and Lijun Teng
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Figure 1: The viewing angle of automultiscopic displays, that use parallax barriers, can be extended by inserting a refracting medium
between the screen and barrier. The figure shows a test scene and compares photographs of the display with and without inserts.
The viewing position is chosen to be at the boundary of the safe viewing zone of a conventional display (top view). Considerable
aberrations are observed (white arrows) in the conventional solution. These errors are not present when refractive inserts are used
(rightmost). Our prototype performs spatio-angular multiplexing of a 3840×2160 screen to achieve an angular resolution of 36×36
and a spatial resolution of approximately 106×60 (hence the prominent pixels in the photographs). Please see accompanying video.

Abstract— Displays that can portray environments that are perceivable from multiple views are known as multiscopic displays. Some
multiscopic displays enable realistic perception of 3D environments without the need for cumbersome mounts or fragile head-tracking
algorithms. These automultiscopic displays carefully control the distribution of emitted light over space, direction (angle) and time so
that even a static image displayed can encode parallax across viewing directions (lightfield). This allows simultaneous observation by
multiple viewers, each perceiving 3D from their own (correct) perspective. Currently, the illusion can only be effectively maintained over
a narrow range of viewing angles. In this paper, we propose and analyze a simple solution to widen the range of viewing angles for
automultiscopic displays that use parallax barriers. We propose the use of a refractive medium, with a high refractive index, between
the display and parallax barriers. The inserted medium warps the exitant lightfield in a way that increases the potential viewing angle.
We analyze the consequences of this warp and build a prototype with a 93% increase in the effective viewing angle.

Index Terms—Automultiscopic displays, lightfields

1 INTRODUCTION

The effectiveness of a virtual reality (VR) system hinges on the display
technology used [37, 38]. Head-mounted stereoscopic displays are cur-
rently considered to be the default choice for VR experiences. Despite
being cumbersome, lacking spatial display resolution and requiring
precise tracking of head pose, they are popular for individual interac-
tive experiences because they enable immersion and depth perception.
However, they are not suited to situations requiring simultaneous ex-
periences by multiple viewers, such as a family in a living room or
an audience in a cinema hall. Displays which inherently depict the
spatio-angular distribution of light are useful since viewers may natu-
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rally explore a range of perspectives without needing special sensors or
algorithms to track their positions. Such auto-multiscopic displays have
been studied widely in the literature [16, 53]. Some auto-multiscopic
displays are optimized to be auto-stereoscopic [10] to each viewer thus
enabling them to perceive depth due to parallax across the left and right
eye positions, from their unique view.

Auto-multiscopy can be achieved by either using an inherently vol-
umetric display [12], which produces a spatio-directional-temporal
display, or by using a 2D display and optical elements that redistribute
light energy across space, direction and time. The latter can further
be divided into parallax-based and holographic displays. Parallax-
based displays produce lightfields using light-directing optical elements
placed strategically in front of a 2D display. Holographic displays use
2D elements to generate tailored wavefronts by exploiting diffraction
of coherent light. In this paper, we only consider parallax-based auto-
multiscopic displays.

The simplest parallax-based auto-multiscopic display [3,21] consists
of a 2D display in front of which an opaque screen, containing an array
of carefully chosen slits (or holes). The pattern of holes encodes pixels
that will be visible from each viewing position. There are two problems
introduced by using this mechanism for ray selection: Decreased light
efficiency since most of the light from the display is blocked by the
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barrier; and second, the range of viewing angles is limited (see figure 2).
The former may be avoided by the use of integral imaging (lenslet
arrays [44] or lenticular sheets [39]). In this paper, we address the latter
problem, of limited viewing angles, and propose and analyze a simple
solution to increase the viewing angle of auto-multiscopic displays that
use parallax-barriers.

We analyze the effect of refractive media placed between the display
screen and parallax barrier. Refraction at the hole causes light to bend
away from the normal as they exit the barrier. Since the incident and
refracted angles are related nonlinearly (by Snell’s law), its analysis
is non-trivial. The nonlinearity is more pronounced when inserts with
high refractive indices are used, which also raises the question of how
the refractive index should be chosen. Further, there are complex trade
offs between extension of the view angle and other aberrations such as
blur which need to be carefully analyzed.

In this paper, we show that lightfields emanating from automulti-
scopic displays with refractive inserts have the same spatial bandwidth
as without inserts, but that the angular bandwidths are scaled down by
the refractive index of the insert. We derive that inserts can achieve
wider viewing angles and more uniform angular sampling of the light-
field. We describe how the refractive index of inserts may be chosen to
optimally avoid crosstalk between neighbouring pinholes by exploiting
total internal reflection. We propose a simple modification to existing
rendering algorithms, to accommodate refractive inserts. Finally, we
build a prototype and demonstrate that the viewing angle is 90% wider
than without the insert. The resulting images from our prototype do
not contain objectionable artifacts observable in conventional displays,
despite the theoretical prediction of blur being higher for our approach.

The goal of this work is to demonstrate the effectiveness of refrac-
tive inserts. Several other methods have been proposed to improve
conventional displays. We believe that those works are complementary
to this work and can possibly be combined in future work. The main
contributions of this paper are:

1. we show that the use of refractive inserts leads to more uniform
angular sampling of the exitant lightfield;

2. we present a frequency analysis of the lightfield warped by refrac-
tive inserts which shows that inserts scale down angular bandwidth;

3. we demonstrate that the use of refractive inserts can improve the
viewing angle significantly (by 90% in our prototype); and

4. we propose a simple modification to an existing rendering algo-
rithm, which accommodates for refraction at the pinholes.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Auto-multiscopic displays

Parallax-barriers and integral imaging: Occlusion by parallax barri-
ers [21] is a useful way to achieve spatio-angular multiplexing from pix-
els on a regular (spatial) display. The resulting lightfield [14] encodes
parallax and therefore enables automultiscopic vewing [17]. Since those
early works, there has been extensive study of this area [10, 19, 26, 39].
When an opaque barrier with transmitting holes is placed at some dis-
tance in front of a display screen, the location of the viewer determines
the pixels that will be visible. If the image rendered on the screen is
strategically chosen by accounting for the relative positions of holes,
the observed parallax remains consistent across views and produces
a perception of depth (3D) (see fig. 3b). The transition across views
can be optimized using sheared filtering [8]. Unlike autostereoscopic
displays [16], which provide the same stereo illusion from multiple
view locations (see fig. 3a), auto-multiscopic displays project multiple
different views. Two major limitations of these methods is that they
offer a narrow zone within which the parallax is consistent and that
they are not light efficient since a large fraction of the light from the
screen is blocked by the barrier. The latter is mitigated by the use
of small lenses at each hole. This is typically done by the use of an
array of microlenses [34]. There has been a large amount of work
in this area [27] especially for capturing and reproducing focal cues.
Typically, initial analysis is performed on a micro-hole array and lenses

are later considered during engineering of the display to improve light
efficiency.

Other methods: Besides ray selection using barriers, another way to
achieve the perception of depth is to orchestrate wavefronts of light so
that their interactions provide a compelling and consistent observable
parallax. In holography, the wavefronts are generated by diffraction
of coherent light through tiny holes [35]. There has been a large
amount of work recently on both computer-generated holograms [41]
and compressive light field displays [30]. All the above methods assume
that the display substrate consists of 2D pixels. Volumetric displays, on
the other hand, can be used to display 3D information naturally [12,36].
They are capable of providing full 360◦ parallax, but are typically
expensive and bulky [42]. There are a range of methods that strike
a compromise between full 3D displays and 2D displays achieving
parallax. e.g. directional backlights with Fresnel lens elements [40],
multilayered displays [49], guided-wave illumination [11]. Of these,
many exploit time division multiplexing and therefore require high-
speed elements. Layered displays based on polarization fields [28]
or additive effects [48] can generate high quality light fields but with
limited viewing angle (due their optical structure).

Perception and analysis: Incosistent stereoscopic images result in
undesirable perceptual artifacts [13], often called ’ghosting’. This could
either be caused by incompatible stereoscopic content [25] or due to
imperfections in the display system. Typically, errors are analyzed in
the resulting binocular disparity using lightfield theory [15]. Although
disparity remapping is less relevant for an automultiscopic display,
aberrations in the displayed lightfield (and hence parallax) will lead
to perceptual inconsistencies [45]. Typical tools for the analysis of
lightfield displays include viewing zone analysis of multi-view dis-
play [7] and frequency domain analysis [18], which have resulted in
improvements for antialiasing of automultiscopic displays [53], content
adaptive lenticular [43] prints, etc. Lightfields have been analyzed
from the perspective of computational photography [31], computer
vision [47] and in rendering [4, 9, 33].

2.2 Light field imaging and rendering

Plenoptic imaging and lightfield parameterization: The plenoptic
function [1] captures the distribution of visible light energy across
position, angle, time and wavelength. The spatio-angular (3D× 2D)
distribution (and sometimes temporal) is commonly studied in the
computer graphics literature. The dimensionality of the phase space is
further reduced by only studying light emanating from the convex hull
of a given space, since all points along a ray’s direction will then encode
the same radiant light energy. Considering most light field imaging and
display systems are only concerned with the light field within some
convex region of space, the 5D phase space of the light field is usually
simplified to 4D [32] which can be parameterized in several ways.
Popular methods include the coordinates (STUV) of intersection of
rays with two fixed planes [32], a point on a 2D manifold and a direction
(surface lightfields) and spherical coordinates [24]. STUV coordinates
are simple to analyze and practical when dealing with systems such
as flat displays which do not need to be analyzed for views from all
around [52]. They also allow interpretation of the 4D lightfield tensor
as a 2D array of 2D images. We refer to each of the sub-images as a
display unit in this paper.

Rendering and processing: The process of determining the colored
radiance values for each pixel in a view (slice) of a discretised (4D)
lightfield is called rendering. Views may be rendered from acquired
lightfields [23], from video [46] or by simulating or approximating
light transport from 3D models. In this paper we test our display using
rasterised renders of specially designed scenes, which can either be
achieved via multi-view perspective rendering (MVPR) [44] or parallel
group rendering (PGR) [50]. MVPR renders several high-resolution
key views followed by view interpolation using these views. Two
problems with this approach are that many rendering passes, one for
each display unit (also called screenlet or subview), are required and
that high-quality view interpolation from sparse views remains an open
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Figure 2: A visualization of the “safe” viewing zone (a) of an automultiscopic display with a spatial resolution of 3 pixels (3 holes in the barrier).
The angular resolution is the number of pixels in each display unit (5 pixels in this illustration). Images viewed from A and B are incorrect
since they consist of rays (red) stemming from display units not associated with the corresponding holes. Placing inserts with a refractive index
η > 1 between the pixels and the barrier results in a wider angular spread αr associated with each display unit (c.1). This in turn widens the safe
viewing zone. If η is chosen so that the critical angle is subtended by half the display unit, then rays causing crosstalk (red arrow in c.2) are
totally internally reflected.
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Figure 3: Left: Autostereoscopic displays provide two stereo views in
its view zones. Right: Automultiscopic displays provide full motion
parallax within its safe view zone.

and challenging problem. PGR exploits parallel rays across display
units by rendering them together in a single pass. Therefore the number
of rendering passes is the number of pixels in each display unit. Since,
in our display, the number of display units (the number of holes in
the barrier) is much larger than the number of pixels in each display
unit, we choose PGR. We render groups of parallel rays using oblique
orthographic projection and reassemble them.

2.3 Review: Automultiscopic displays with barriers
For automultiscopic displays that use micro-hole arrays as barriers,
the source of light energy is a display screen composed of pixels and
ray selection is performed via an opaque light barrier with a grid
of holes punched in it. The barrier masks the emitted light and the
masking function is a 2D Shah (comb) function composed of Dirac
delta functions at the locations of the holes. We illustrate concepts with
a 1D version of this display as shown in Figure 2.

We call the set of pixels modulated by each hole a display unit. The
figure shows three display units each with 5 pixels. A hole along with
the pixels in its display unit represents a single spatial pixel. We denote
the width of each pixel within a display unit as p and the resolution
of the display unit with Ra. Therefore, the width of each display unit
is w = pRa. If the distance between the light barriers and the display
screen is d, then the angular spread of a spatial pixel is α = 2arctan w

2d .
By construction, the number of display units matches the number of
holes in the barrier. For each view, the ray through a hole forms a single
pixel in the image for the view. We denote this spatial resolution, or
the number of holes (and hence display units), as Rs . As the viewer’s
position changes, the visible ray through each hole emanates from
a different pixel in the display unit. Ra can be seen as the angular
resolution of the automultiscopic display. A viewer who is within

the angular spread of all the spatial pixels will see a perfect image
consisting of Rs pixels (viewer at C in figure 2(a) with Rs = 3). We
call this region the operational zone of the display. z is the minimum
distance from this zone to the display plane.

Various methods have been proposed to widen the viewzone: se-
quentially controlled lenses [29], moving lenslet arrays with low fill
factor [22] and adaptive liquid crystal prism arrays [5] are the most
popular. Methods that exploit time division multiplexing have several
drawbacks including low brightness, mechanical noise, bulky devices,
short endurance and high cost. There has been some effort towards
using transparent media for autostereoscopic displays [6, 20, 51] but
they do not evaluate the idea or provide much analysis. They also do
not propose solutions for rendering using such displays thereby limiting
their applicability for Virtual Reality applications.

Displays with parallax barriers are plagued by four important aberra-
tions: crosstalk, aliasing, blur and pixel-mismatch. For views outside
the operational zone of the display, pinholes can potentially select rays
that are outside the its corresponding display unit. We call aberrations
caused by this phenomenon crosstalk. Aliasing is caused by an incon-
sistency between the sampling rates of rendering and display. When
pixels and pinholes have finite dimensions, they cause multiple rays
to be selected for each view causing blur. In practice, since the bar-
rier may not be exactly parallel to the display screen, different micro
holes may be at different distances from the pixels. This warp causes
objectionable artifacts which we call pixel-mismatch since rays are
incorrectly selected for each hole.

3 REFRACTIVE INSERTS

In our prototype, we insert a sheet of refractive material (fig. 2 c)
between the displayed pixels and the parallax barrier. This results in
multiple benefits: (1) it widens the space of angles from which a display
unit is visible through its corresponding pinhole; (2) it results in a more
uniform sampling of angles; and (3) it reduces rays causing crosstalk
due to total internal reflection. We analyse each of these effects in this
section and also investigate the realistic case when the pinholes have
finite size. Throughout this paper, we will only consider the case of a
single parallax barrier with an array of holes.

3.1 Analysis: pin hole assumption
We first analyze the case with infinitesemal holes. Although this is
impossible to achieve practically it serves as a simple setting (ignoring
diffraction) to illustrate the effect of refractive inserts.

Refractive index: To avoid crosstalk, the refractive index of the
medium must be chosen so that the angle of incidence of a ray from the
edge of each display unit, at the hole, is the critical angle associated with
the medium: so, η =

√
w/2d +1. This may not always be possible

due to fabrication limits of inserts with arbitrary refractive indices.
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Figure 4: Angular sampling for a 4K display screen with 0.1mm
between pixels and a barrier with 400 holes placed 3mm in front of
the screen. i.e. each display unit is Ra = 100 pixels (angular samples)
wide. The optimal refractive index for this case is η = 1.17 (b), and
our solution (red) causes the samples to be closer to uniform (black
dashed) than when no refractive insert is used (blue). kc is the pixel
number for which the incident ray to the hole is at the critical angle.
Ideally we want kc = Ra/2. A lower value results in crosstalk (a) while
higher refractivity leads to poor utliisation of the display unit (c).

Light field resolution: The use of refractive inserts does not change
the spatial resolution of automultiscopic displays with parallax bar-
riers. i.e. the spatial resolution is the number of holes in the barrier.
The angular resolution however is modified due to the refractive warp
(according to Snell’s law) of the lightfield. In conventional displays
(without refraction), uniformly spaced pixels on the screen result in
non-uniform angular sampling. However, the sampling is closer to
uniform angular sampling when refractive inserts are used, since rays
that approach the hole (from the displayed pixels) close to normal in-
cidence are warped less. Fig. 4 shows a plot of the outgoing angles
subtended (Y-axis) by rays from each of the pixels (X-axis) in a display
unit. Uniform angular sampling is achieved when the angles are linear
in pixel numbers (dashed black line). However, because the pixels
are spaced evenly, the conventional solution, without refraction (blue
curve), results in uneven sampling (denser near the normal). Although
the angular samples with refraction (red curve) are not perfect, they are
closer to uniform angular sampling than without the use of inserts.

“Safe” viewing zone: We define the operational zone of the display
due to the refractive insert using two parameters: distance to the barrier
(zr) and angular spread (αr). Both these parameters are functions of
the refractive index. Simple trigonometry yields

αr = 2arcsin
(

sin(w/2d)
η

)
and zr =

wRs sin(w/2d)

2
√

η2− sin2 (w/2d)
(1)

3.2 Lightfield blurring
The ideal automultiscopic display with parallax barriers consists of
infinitesimal pixels and pinholes (ignoring wave effects such as diffrac-
tion). Virtual objects are perceived to have depth due to parallax across
multiple view locations. When pixels and holes have finite dimensions,
the displayed lightfield contains spurious rays that were either not sup-
posed to be emitted in the first place or that were meant to be masked
by the barrier. These spurious rays are aberrations that impact depth
perception. In figure 5, we illustrate the extent of such aberrations with
and without refractive inserts. The blur could be observed spatially
(view location is perturbed), in the angular dimension (different angles
for a given location), or more commonly as a combination of both.

Figure 8 illustrates transformations to lightfields through transport
from the display screen (pixels) until the view location (eye). Inter-
mediate lightfields at the barrier before the holes and after they pass
through the holes in the barrier (multiplication by a masking function)
are also shown. Viewing this lightfield at any spatial location results in
an angular slice through the lightfield (green vertical line). The extent
of blur is indicated by the spatio-angular spread of each “block” of the

finite

infinitesimal

without

refraction

with

refraction

blur

virtual object

views

hole

display

pinhole

barrier

infinitesimal

finite 

pixel size

hole size

Figure 5: Finite sizes of holes in the parallax barrier (left) and pixels
on the display screen (right) are two sources of blur in automultiscopic
displays. The extent of blur is different in conventional displays without
refraction (top) and in our proposed solution (bottom) with refractive
inserts. In practice, the spatio-angular blur is caused by a combination
large pixels as well as large holes.

lightfield in the rightmost column. Inserting a refracting medium be-
tween the display and the barrier introduces an additional angular warp
(analyzed in sec. 3.3) between the rightmost two columns of figure 8.

Consider a scene with exactly one virtual bright object which
projects to one display pixel. Although multiple angular views of
this object may be rendered across display units, each display unit will
only contain one lit pixel. Ideally, for each view V , the object will
only be visible through one of the holes (say hole Hi). For finite sized
holes however, since there is an integration over the angle subtended
by the holes, parts of this object may be visible through other holes
Hi±k,k = 1,2, ...,kmax. The blur radius at that view location can then be
written as bV = wkmax. We were unable to derive bV analytically, but
we illustrate its behavior by numerically computing it (by simulation)
across view locations for an example setting (see sec. 4.2).

3.3 Frequency analysis
We present a frequency analysis of the warp introduced by refractive
inserts. The analysis shows that the effect is bandlimiting in angle
without any change to the spatial bandwidth. Our result supports
intuition that the wider spread of the exitant lightfield, resulting in
lower angular frequencies. We perform our discussion of the frequency
analysis in flatland spanned by x and θ which are spatial and angular
coordinates respectively. In this ray space, we denote the light field and
its Fourier transform using `(x, θ) and ˆ̀(ωx,ωθ ) respectively, so:

ˆ̀(ωx,ωθ ) =

π/2∫
−π/2

∞∫
−∞

`(x, θ)e−2πxωx e−2πθωθ dx dθ . (2)

Let `P(x, θ) be the lightfield at the plane of pixels P (see fig. 6.a), ,
`M−(x, θ) be the incident lightfield (from P) at the plane of the mask
M, `M+(x, θ) be the resulting lightfield at M after multiplication by the
mask (barrier). The relationship between these lightfields (fig. 6.b-d) is
easily obtained using as in prior work [9, 18, 53]:

`P(x, θ) = `M−(x−d tanθ , θ) (3)
`M+(x, θ) = `M−(x, θ) h(x). (4)

Note that most prior works simplify eq. 3 to a shear, due to their
local paraxial approximation, so that θ ≈ tanθ . While this allows the
corresponding spectrum to be derived analytically (shear in angle), this
may not be valid in our setting if the width w of each display unit is
large compared to the distance to the barrier d. Fortunately, this does
not modify the qualitative study of the lightfield spectrum which is now
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Figure 6: Frequency analysis of the warp introduced by refractive inserts.

stretched non-linearly (in θ ) along the angular direction. Equation 4 is
exactly as in prior work, and the product in ray space is equivalent to a
convolution of the spectra on its rhs. Our contribution in this paper is
the frequency analysis at a single refractive boundary (fig. 6.e).

The lightfield `M+(x, θ) undergoes refraction at M and the resulting
lightfield `Mr(x, θ) is obtained as `Mr(x, θr) = `M+(x, θ). Refraction
at the plane M can be seen as a reparameterization in angle according to
θr = sin−1

(
sinθ

η

)
(by Snell’s law). Viewing this reparameterization as

a composition of 1D functions (in angle only), and applying the result
of Berger et al [2], we obtain a relationship between the bandwidths of
ˆ̀M+(ωx,ωθ ), νM+, and the bandwidths of ˆ̀Mr(ωx,ωθ ), νMr, as:

νMr = νM+ max
θ

∣∣∣∣ d
dθ

sin−1
(

sinθ

η

)∣∣∣∣ (5)

νMr =
νM+

η
. (6)

Equation. 6 shows that the bandwidth of the exitant, refracted lightfield
ˆ̀Mr(ωx,ωθ ) is lower than the bandwidth of the unrefracted lightfield
when refractive index (wrt air) of the insert is greater than one. View
extraction is an angular slice of the lightfield, and therefore an angular
projection in the Fourier domain. Therefore, images produced by our
method are slightly more blurry (by a spectral scaling factor η) than
without refractive inserts, but viewable from a wider range of angles.

3.4 Modified Parallel Group Rendering
We propose a simple modification of PGR which we call Modified
Parallel Group Rendering (MPGR) to accommodate refractive inserts.
Recall that the PGR approach divides pixels into groups and combines
orthogonal projection matrix with an oblique projection matrix for each
of the groups: MPGR = MviewMobliqueMortho. If the plane of the barrier
is considered to be Z = 0, Mview is decided by projection screen plane
z = d and Moblique depends on the direction of projection (see fig. 7).

Moblique =

 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
− s

d − t
d 1 0

1 0 0 1

 , (7)

where (s, t) is the coordinates of the rendered pixel P on the display unit
and d is the optical distance. Although a different Moblique is required
for each pixel group, they can be precomputed since the structure of
the display is fixed.

Although refractive inserts introduce nonlinear bending of exiting
rays (see ray from P to Vr in fig. 7), accommodating this effect can be
done without raytracing. For this, we simply modify the projection
matrix, leading to efficient rendering. We do this by identifying point
Pv, which has identical st coordinates with P, by extending

−−→
OhVr. Due

to the reciprocity of light, if we render virtual pixel Pv and display this
result at P, light ray

−−→
OhVr will contain the correct radiant energy. We

P

Pv

Oh

O

Ov

Vr Vn

h
d

Screen plane

virtual plane

Micro hole array

Figure 7: A ray from pixel P on the screen plane Z = d passes through
the hole Oh without along Vn without refraction and along Vr with
refractive inserts. To modify PGR for our display (with refraction),
we render a virtual pixel Pv which has the same st coordinates as P
but is at Z = h instead of Z = d (for P). The result is rendered at P
producing the desired exiting radiant energy. We do this by modifying
the projection matrix thereby avoiding any expensive raytracing steps.

define a virtual projection plane Z = h and render the virtual pixel Pr
on it using PGR. Since Pr and P have the same st coordinates,

h =
1
η

√
(s2 + t2)(1−η2)+d2. (8)

The view projection matrix is generated with z = h, by replacing d in
Equation 7 by h for MPGR. The term in the square root is negative
when total internal reflection occurs. The light from P does not go
through micro hole Oh. So we do not render pixels if h is not real.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We placed a parallax barrier with microholes in front of an LG 27UD68
LCD display which has a 597mm×336mm screen with 3840×2160
resolution (see fig. 9). The micro hole array was laser-cut from black
self-sticky PVC sheet and the width of each micro hole is approximately
0.2mm. Our refractive insert was a 3mm thick sheet of acrylic (η =
1.3152) and our prototype has an angular resolution Ra = 36× 36,
with dimensions w = 5.6mm×5.6mm. The spatial resolution is Rs =
106×60 (number of holes). We controlled the relative positioning of
the micro holes and pixels using a frame with adjustable screws. The
display was fixed onto a programmable turning table and measurements
(photographs and video) were taken from different viewing angles.

4.1 Experiments
We present experiments that we performed to assess the resulting
crosstalk, blur, brightness and errors due to misaligned barriers.

Crosstalk: We took photographs for every 3◦ within the observing
angle range [−180◦,180◦]. We visualize results for important angles in
fig. 10. Angles and the corresponding rendered views (for reference)
are shown in the first column, and a comparison of without (second
column) and with refractive inserts (third column) is also shown. To
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D

Figure 8: Illustration of different sources (rows) of blur through trans-
port (columns) from a screen of displayed pixels to the eye. The view
at any spatial location is an angular slice (green vertical line) of the
lightfield at the eye (rightmost column). In cases B, C and D, there
is spatial (horizontal) artifacts observable by moving the view slice to
the left or right. In B and D, there is angular (vertical) spreading at
any chosen view which will manifest as image blur. Refractive inserts
introduce a non-linear warp after masking, before transport to the eye.

a) b) c)

d) e) f)

g) h) i)

j)

aaaaaaaaaaa

150cm 30cm

Figure 9: Experimental setup. a) Display screen used. b) Adjustable
frame for positioning micro hole array. c) Frame with micro hole array.
d) Refractive insert. e) The hollow panel with micro hole array (without
refraction). f) The micro hole array, made of adhesive PVC, is attached
to the refracting insert. g) Scene used for crosstalk experiments h)
Scene used for blurring experiments. i) Scene used for deformation
experiments. j) The experimental setup.

51◦

Simulation Conventional Refracting medium

42◦

30◦

21◦

Conventional solution at viewing angle 42◦

6Crosstalk border

6

Incorrect view

With refractive insert, at viewing angle 42◦

Figure 10: Photographs comparing our prototype (top, rightmost
column) against the conventional display without refractive inserts
(top, middle column). Rendered simulations are shown for reference
(top, leftmost column). The effect of crosstalk is emphasized by an
enlarged view of the row corresponding to a view angle of 42◦. On the
left side of the crosstalk border (overlaid white arrow), the displayed
scene has incorrect perspective cues (see reference) due to crosstalk.
These errors are less objectionable with refractive inserts (zoom in at
the bottom). Even at larger angles (first row), refractive inserts avoid
left-right perspective flipping. Best viewed on screen (zoom into pdf to
avoid aliasing in pdf viewer).
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Figure 11: The curves of brightness level. Because the refracting
medium is not one hundred percent transparent and the refraction
extends the same amount of light to a wider operational angle, our
prototype is slightly dimmer than the conventional solution while the
observing angle is the same.

highlight the errors in the conventional solution at 42◦, we show an
enlarged version (top). Our prototype extends the viewing angle from
45◦ to 87◦ (increasing by 93%). It is noticeable that the error caused
by out-of-bound crosstalk effect occurs from one side of the screen and
grows as the absolute value of observing angle increases.

Brightness: We measured the brightness of the display as the value
at the center pixel of each display unit, while displaying pure white
pixels in a dark room. The curves are shown in fig. 11. Note that
the brightness level of both display setups drops as the view angle
approaches grazing. Our setup exhibits slightly reduced brightness. The
steep drop in the conventional solution at around 45◦ is because about
half of the spatial pixels within the sampled central area are blocked
by our frame. Beyond this, severe crosstalk renders the conventional
solution unusable anyway.

Blur: We assessed blur qualitatively as well as quantitatively. Blur
results from a combination of the shallow depth of field due to large
holes as well as due to finite sized pixels. First, we rendered a virtual
checkerboard pattern at different depths and captured photographs
of the display from different angles (see fig. 12). The red, blue and
purple squares are 0cm, 5cm and 10cm away from the micro hole array
respectively. As expected, our method is as sharp for the object in the
display plane but is slightly more blurry for objects away. At wider
viewing angles our prototype performs better than without refraction.
See sec. 4.2 for a quantitative discussion of blur.

Pixel mismatch: We studied the effects of three different kinds of
mismatching which were introduced intentionally (see fig. 13) as: a)
incorrect alignment of the microholes with their corresponding display
units due to a translation; b) inconsistent sizes of the display unit and
pitch of the holes in the parallax barrier (hole separation 595mm instead
of 597mm); and c) a slight rotation (0.003rad) of the parallax barrier.
We call these translation, scale and rotational mismatching respectively.

0◦
Simulation Translation Scaling Rotation

−9◦

−18◦

Figure 13: From left to right: rendered reference, translational mis-
match, scaling mismatch, rotational mismatch.

0◦

Simulation Conventional Refracting medium

9◦

18◦

42◦ ?

Crosstalk border

Figure 12: Blur effect experiment. Left: simulated scene. Middle:
conventional solution. Right: our prototype with refracting medium.
Note that both displays are affected by blurs so the squares with blue
borders and purple borders are not so clear. The conventional solution
suffers from out-of-bound crosstalk when observed from 42◦. In con-
trast, our prototype works properly with acceptable blurring level while
no crosstalk occurs.

4.2 Discussion

Crosstalk: Refractive inserts reduces crosstalk at wider viewing
angles. In our prototype although we use a non-optimal η = 1.3125,
there is a considerable reduction in crosstalk. Crosstalk is limited to
the area where brightness is low (closer to grazing angle). Compared
with introducing light barriers between spatial pixels, we have better
spatial pixel density and angular spread. The conventional display
operates well between −24◦ to 21◦ (45◦ viewing angle range) while
our prototype operates between−45◦ to 42◦, achieving a viewing angle
range of 87◦. We believe that the slight asymmetry is due to imprecision
in the motor used to turn the monitor as well as the placement of the
camera.

Blur: For a quantitative study of blur, we displayed a virtual light spot
in 3D and simulated its blur due to finite sized pixels and holes. We es-
timated the blur radius at various viewpoints by simulation of visibility
through a large pinhole of large pixels on the display screen. We also
varied the position of the virtual object to understand the dependence of
blur on distance from the display plane. We plot the angular blur size
of a displayed virtual light spot against the view angle in figure 14 for
virtual objects at different depths with (η = 1.3) and without refraction
(η = 1). We also visualized the range of view angles with (wider re-
gion shaded blue) and without (narrow region shaded green) refraction.
Interestingly, there is a fundamental difference between blur with and
without refraction. Without refraction (dashed curves), blur is highest
at normal viewing and gradually vanishes as the viewing approaches
grazing. With refractive inserts however, the behavior is the opposite
although the blur is relatively constant within the operational range of
viewing angles (blue shaded region). We also generated heat maps of
the angular blur size for multiple groups of pixel sizes (p) and hole
sizes (b) as shown in figure 15. The virtual object was kept fixed at
10cm behind the display screen. The blur kernels are shown as insets.

Parameters: For the same micro hole size b and pixel size p, higher
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Figure 14: Blur size for virtual objects at different depths (zo) for a
viewer 1500mm away from the display center. zo > 0 for the virtual
objects behind the screen. The green area is the safe view angle ranges
for η = 1 and the blue shaded area is that of our prototype with η = 1.3.

Figure 16: The simulated maximum viewing angle can be achieved
for certain combination of η , b and p. When the blurring effect starts
having serious effect, d is increased to ease the negative impact, so the
max viewing angle does not drop so seriously.

refractive indices η introduces more blurring. As expected, smaller p
and b alleviate blurring effects (see fig. 16). However, very small holes
cause aberrations due to diffraction, which we have not considered in
this paper. Increasing the thickness of the insert decreases the viewing
angle but reduces blurring.

Rendering: We implemented two MPRGR pipelines which we call
low resolution projection and full resolution projection. In low resolu-
tion projection, a collection of u× v oblique orthographic projection
images whose resolutions are s× t are rendered then reassembled into
an display unit array. Usually uv >> st so this approach is more
efficient than rendering the display units one by one with modified
perspective projection. The camera position is adjusted to (0,0,db−h).
An extra rendering buffer is needed to store the intermediate rendering
results and there is increased data transmission which could slow ren-
dering. The resolution of each rendered images (u×v) is low compared
to the rendering zone (us× vt) which introduces quantization errors.
The resulting render exhibits a loss of high frequency information. Ren-
dering shadow textures, for example, would be prone to aliasing. In full

Conventional With refraction
Diversity Spatio-angular Spatio-angular
Depth cues Binocular Binocular
Angular spread 2arctan w

2d 2arcsin wη√
w2+4d2

Brightness Bn(θ)
cosθ√

η2−sin2
θ

Bn(arcsin sinθ

η
)

Deformation rate z
d

z
d
[ x2

z2 (η
2−1)+η2]3/2

η2

Bandwidth 4π2

pw
1
η
( 4π2

pw )

Angular resolution w
p

w
p

Angular frequency 2πd
pcos2 θ

2πd
p(1− 1

η2 sin2
θ)

cosθ√
η2−sin2

θ

Spatial resolution pN
w

pN
w

Spatial frequency 2πd
p|z|

2πd
p|z|

η2

[ x2

z2 (η
2−1)+η2]3/2

Table 1: Comparison between conventional display and our prototype
with refractive inserts. Derivations are presented in the appendix.

η = 1

p = 0.1mm
b = 0.1mm

p = 0.15mm
b = 0.2mm

p = 0.3mm
b = 0.3mm

η = 1.3

η = 1.5

Figure 15: Simulation of 9 different combinations of pixel size p, hole
size b and refractive index η . The display is at the top, middle of each
of the heat maps (3000mm× 2250mm) which visualize the extent of
blur (red is high and blue is low). Insets show the blur kernel in a
20mm×20mm square when the viewer is r = 1500mm in front of the
display. The tolerable blur angle set in the simulation is 4w/r.

resolution projection, we use the stencil buffer to mark the rendering
area on the final rendering target (the display buffer) during each pass
of the loop in figure 17. No extra data transmission or buffer is required
during rendering. To render each frame, st passes of the loop are needed
and each of them generates uv pixels of the final display units. These
pixels are identical to pixels rendered in full resolution (us×vt) but the
rendering cost is closer to rendering its low resolution (u× v) version.
Although anti-aliasing via neighboring pixels cannot be applied in this
case, the method is less prone to quantization errors. Due to its use
of the stencil test, it introduces complication in the use of rendering
algorithms which also exploit the stencil buffer (such as for shadows).

Limitations and future work: The main limitation of our prototype,
as with any parallax barrier automultiscopic display, is its poor light
efficiency. A further reduction in brightness can be attributed to the
even distribution of the emitted light across a largger angular domain. It
is possible to combine the idea of using refractive inserts with integral
displays that use lenselet arrays. However, the engineering of such
combinations is left as future work. The warping characteristics of
such displays will need careful analysis. Further, the parameters under
question are also different, since there will be two refractive indices that
need to be chosen. Finally, embracing integral displays for improved
light efficiency is accompanied by a cost of shallow depth of field. The
trade-off between light efficiency and depth of field of integral images
with refractive inserts is non-trivial to analyze and lies beyond the scope
of this paper. We believe that this opens exciting avenues of research.

5 CONCLUSION

We have presented a detailed analysis of a simple modification to
conventional automultiscopic displays that use parallax barriers. The
insertion of a refractive medium between the screen and parallax barrier
of such displays yields many advantages including uniform distribution
of light in the angular domain and widening of the viewing angle. We
have presented a frequency domain analysis to show that refractive
inserts act as bandlimiting filters in the angular domain. This results
in slight blurring, which we analyzed quantitatively using simulations
and qualitatively using rendering. We built a prototype display and
demonstrate the perception of depth using a video where the view angle
is smoothly varied.
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Display plane

Low resolution projection Full resolution projection

Stencil mask

Figure 17: Method A (left) renders low resolution (u× v) view images
with parallel oblique orthographic projection during each pass of the
loop, breaks the rendered image into pixels then render them to isolated
positions respectively. Method B (Right) sets the stencil buffer to mask
the rendering zone, so that the rendering process updates a collection
of isolated pixels which have same st coordinates rather than all pixels
of the display unit array during each pass of the loop.
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APPENDIX

We derive results for are one spatial pixel (display unit along with its
micro hole) and consider a virtual object at (x,z) which is rendered
as one pixel (xp,d) on the display unit. Without refraction, let the
pixel be visible along angle θ . Let the angle of incidence from the
display to the barrier be θn = θ for displays without the inserts and
θr = arcsin(sin(θ)/η) (by Snell’s law) for displays with refractive
inserts.

Brightness: Let the radiance emitted by the automultiscopic display
be Bn(θ) and Br(θ) without and with refractive inserts respectively.
The energy (irradiance) within a narrow light beam (with spread ∆θ )
is ∆θBn(θ), and by conservation of energy ∆θnBn(θn) = ∆θBn(θ). If
the insert does not behave as a participating medium, that is it does
not scatter or absorb energy, then the corresponding equation with
refractive inserts is ∆θrBn(θr) = ∆θBr(θ), so in the limit

Br(θ) = lim
∆θ→0

∆θr

∆θ
Bn(θr) =

∂θr

∂θ
Bn(θr) (9)

=
cosθ√

η2− sin2
θ

Bn(arcsin
sinθ

η
) (10)

Pixel mismatch: The perception of depth crucially depends on align-
ment between pixels and the holes in the barrier. We derive the transla-
tional displacement error ∆x of a virtual object located at (x,z) casued
by mismatching ∆xp of pixel (xp,d). We use mismatch rate ∂x/∂xp to
describe how sensitive the apparent sliding of the virtual object is to

the positioning of barriers. Without refraction, x/z = xp/d, therefore

∂x
∂xp

=
z
d

(11)

With refractive inserts, we have

sinarctan
x
z
= η sinarctan

xp

d
(12)

x
xp

=
1
d

√
η2(x2 + z2)− x2 (13)

∂x
∂xp

=
z
d

[ x2

z2 (η
2−1)+η2]3/2

η2 . (14)

Spatial and angular resolution: Since pixels in a display unit are
spread apart evenly, the spatial frequency ωp = 2π/p. Since the spatial
resolution does not depend on depth, the spatial frequences satisfy
ωx∆x = ωp∆xp, so

ωx =
∂xp

∂x
ωp, (15)

=
2πd
pz

. (16)

since xp = xd/z without refraction. With refractive inserts, since

xp =
xd√

η2−1x2 +η2z2
, (17)

we obtain

ωx =
2πd
p|z|

η2

[ x2

z2 (η2−1)+η2]3/2
. (18)

Angular resolution is nonlinear in θ , for farfield viewing, even
without refractive inserts. Since xp = d tanθ and ωθ ∆θ = ωp∆xp, we
have

ωθ = lim
∆θ→0

ωp
∆xp

∆θ
= ωp

∂xp

∂θ
(19)

=
2πd

pcos2 θ
(20)

With refractive inserts, xp = d tanarcsin sinθ

η
, which leads to

ωθ =
2πd

p(1− 1
η2 sin2

θ)

cosθ√
η2− sin2

θ
. (21)
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